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28. A Remark on the Ranged Space
By Tameharu SHIRAI
(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.;I.A., Feb. 13, ]956)

In this paper, we shall change a given system of neighbourhoods which, in general, does not satisfy the axiom (C) of Haus1.

dorff
(C) let v(p) be an arbitrary neighbourhood o p and let q be an
arbitrary point of v(p), there exists a neighbourhood v(q) such as
v(q)v(p),
in order to make a new system satisfy the axiom (C), and to make
the new system be equivalent to the old one provided the latter
satisfies the axiom (C). Then we apply this fact to the ranged space )
and show that the axiom (C) is needless to define the ranged space.
Definition 1. Consider a space R where the topology T is given
by a system Iv} of neighbourhood satisfying the axiom (A); p e v(p),
and Iv(p)} 4% for any point p of R. When a set AR is given, we
shall denote by A the set of all points p which have the following
property:
When an arbitrary neighbourhood v(p)of p is given, there exist
a point a e A and a neighbourhood v(a) such as v(a)v(p). And we
shall denote a new topology, which has A as the closure of A, by

T*. Then it is clear that AA, where A means the closure of A
with respect to the old topology T.
Theorem 1. The topology T* has the following properties"

AA,
if A_B, then A B,

(I)
II
(III)
(IV)

AA.

(I) is evident. Let A_B and let p and v(p) be an
arbitrary point A and an arbitrary neighbourhood of p respectively,
there exist a point a e A and a neighbourhood v(a) such as v(a)_v(p).
From A_B it follows that a e B, therefore p e B. (III) follows from
the fact that -b and T* is stronger than T. Let p and v(p) be
Proof.

1) K. Kunugi" Sur les espaces complets et r6gulirement complets. I-II, Proc.
Japan Acad., 30 (1954).
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an arbitrary point of A and an arbitrary neighburhood of p respectively, there exist a point q e A and a neighbourhood v(q) such as

v(q)v(p). Since q A, here exist a point a e A and a eighbourhood v(a) such as v(a)_v(q)(_v(p)). Therefore p e A.
Definition 2. If a neighbourhoocl v(p) satisfies the axiom (A),
then it satisfies a following axiom (C’) which is weaker condition
han the axiom (C) of Hausdorff:
(C’) there exist a point q e v(p) and a neighbourhood v(q) such as

We shall call the set of all points q having he property (C’), the
kernel of v(p) and denote it by Kv(p)J.
Then the space R having the topology T is the ordinary space
of eighbourhoods having the system [Kv} as its system of neighbourhoods. We notice that there is Example ) that T* is strictly
stronger than T.
Theorem 2. If the system (v} satisfies the aiom (A) and if
v(p)} for any point p R, then the system KvJl qf kernels
has the following properties:
p K_v(p)
( I*
for any
then
Kv(pl)Kv(p.)
(monotone),
vl(Pl)v2(P),
(H*)
if
point
p
any
R,
(iII*)
K v(p) b for
(IV*)
for any point q e Kv(p), there exists v(q) such as
Kv(q)Kv(p) (the axiom (C)).
Proof. (I*) and (III*) are evident. If q Kv(p)] and if v(p)
v.(p:), then there exists v(q) such as v(q)v(p)(v.(p.)), therefore
q e Kv:(p.), i.e. we have (II*). If q e Kv(p)J, then there exists a
neighbourhood v(q) such as v(q)v(p). By virtue of (II*), it follows
that Kv(q)Kv(p), i.e. we have (IV*).
Theorem 3. If u and Iv} are equivalent, then K u and
Kv are equivalent.
Proof. Let Ku(p)_ be an arbitrary kernel of the system
IKu}, there exists v(p) sch as v(p)_u(p). By virtue o monotone
o kernels, we have Kv(p)]K_u(p). Exchange fu} or Iv}, then
it ollows hat there exists Ku(p) such as Ku(p)__Kv(p) for
any kernel Kv(p).
Theorem 4. If the system Iv(p)} satisfies the axiom (B) of
Hausdorff at a point p:
(B) let v(p) and v,(p) be arbitrary two neighbourhoods of p, there
eists a neighbourhood v(p) such as v(p)_(v(p)v(p)), then the
system [Kv(p)} also satisfies the axiom (B) at the same point p.
2)

--e--i-mple

at the end of this paper.
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Proof. It is clear by virtue of monotone of kernels.
Theorem 5. If the system Iv} is equivalent to a system u satisfying the axiom (C) of Hausdorff then v and K v are equivalent.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 3, it is enough to prove that [u}
and [K[_u. are equivalent. If [u} satisfies the axiom (C), then
u(p)=K[u(p). And so we have this theorem.
Theorem 6. The depth oo*(R, p) defined by the system [Kv
is well defined by the given topology T.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3 and from the fact that the
depth *(R, p) is well defined ) by the topology
Theorem 7. Denote the depths defined by Iv} or by K[ v respectively by o(R, p) or by o*(R, p). Then o*(R, p)o(R, p).
Proof. If Iv} satisfies the axiom (B) at he point p, then
[Kv} also satisfies (B) (Theorem 4), and so o*(R, p)4:0. In the
case when o(R, p) is actually infinite, then, by virtue of monotone
of kernels, we have hat o*(R, p) is also actually infinite. In the
case when o(R, p) is not actually infinite, consider the sequence of
neighbourhoods of he point p:
Vo(p)v(p)-... :_v(p)_..., 0</,
(
where fl is an ordinal number.
By virtue of monotone of kernels, we have
Kvo(p)Kvl(p)...Kv(p)J...,
(2
If the sequence (1) is not maximal, then, by virtue of monotone of
kernels, it follows that the sequence (2) is not maximal. Therefore,
o* (R, p) > o(Z, p).
2. Definition 3. Let o* be an ordinal limit inaccessible number
such as o*<o*(R). We shall call that a ranged space R is strongly
complete if K[v(p) is non empty, for any fundamental sequence

_

{K[v(p)}, 0<o(o*) of kernels (this means tha the sequence
[K[.v(p)} is a fundamental sequence of neighbourhoods with
respect o T*).
Lemma. If < o * (R) and
1)
v(p)
Kvo(po) K[v(p)
K[ v(p)

_...

...,

K[v(p) is open with respect to T*.
Proof. As he kernels satisfy the axiom (C), this theorem is
true for a=l. Suppose that the theorem has been proved already
for < ( < (R)).
then

*

3) cf. ).
4) Cf. 1).
5) This means that v(p) is a neighbourhood of rank

r (cf. 1)).
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In the case is a limit number. Let p be an arbitrary point
of )Kv(p). By virtue of the hypothesis that Kv(p),
is open with respect to T* and from the definition of the ranged
space, we can show that there exists a sequence of kernels as follows:
2
K[vo(p)_K[vl(p)... K[v(p)...,
where
Kv(p)_Kv(p), v(p)
<.
As <*(R), the sequence (2) is not maximal. Therefore the point
p is an interior point of ( Kv(p) with respect to T*.

,

<

From the above lemma and from the fact that the kernels
satisfy the axiom (C), we have the famous theorem of Baire modified
as follows:
Theorem (Baire). When we consider the topology T*, any non
empty open set ) in the strongly complete ranged space must be of 2nd
category.
Proof. To prove this theorem, it is sufficient to show hat
A:, 0a<o (<o (R)), where every A:b is open and every-

where dense, is always everywhere dense.
Let G be an arbitrary non empty open set. We shall show hat
there exists a fundamental sequence of kernels
(1
Kvo(Po) K[v(p,)_...,
satisfying 2ollowing conditions"
Kv(p)(A,)G), or any even
(i)
v(p) e
(ii)
%< 7<"" < /<’" ",
p--p,,.
(iii)
As Ao is everywhere dense, Ao,Q.G is a non empty open set.
Therefore, there exist a point Po s (AoG) and Vo(Po) such as Kvo(Po)
(A0 ( G).
Suppose that we have defined already the sequence of kernels
K[v(p)
< having the above properties.
K[vo(Po)-j
In the case is an even number (including limit number), by
virtue of the lemma, we have that K[v(p) is open. As R is
strongly complete, G- Kv(p) is not empty, therefore A

,

’"

...,

,

is a non empty open set. Then, there exist a point p e (AG)
and v(p) such as K[v(p)(A)G). And so, there exists v(p)of
6) The open set with respect to T * is not necessary to be open with respect to
(On the other hand, it is clear that any open set with respect to T is also open
with respect to T*.)
7) The set M is called to be of 1st category with respect to T*, if M can be
expressed as follows" M= U Ma, 0a< (o*(R)), where the sets Ma are non dense
T.

with

respect to T* (i.e. R-M=R) (cf. 1)).
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rank 7 such as v,(p,)_v(p), for R is a ranged space. Then we
have Kvc,(p,) Kv(p) ,_(A, Gc,)_(A Kvo(Po)J)(A G).
If is an odd number, put into p=p_. As R is a ranged
space and as Kv_(p_)=K_(p)J, there exists v(p,) of rank 7
such as Kv(p)JKv_(p_).
Thus, we obtained the desired fundamental sequence of kernels

(1). Then,

=

K[v(p)J

A:G).

Kv(p)(

Example. Let v(O), n=l, 2, 3,..., be the sets of all points in
Euclidean plane E having coordinates (x, y) as follows:
lxy[ < 1/n, xl < a + 1/n, [y]<b + 1/n, where a and b are two fixed positNe numbers. Let v(P), P e E be the sets of all points having
coordinates as follows; (x, y)=P+ ($, v), ) where ($, ) e v(O). Then
the system (v} defines the depth (E P)= at any point P e E
In this case, the kernel of Kv(O) is the set of all points having
coordinates (x, y) such as x[< 1/1+ ha, [y[<1/1 +nb. It is clear that
there is no v(P) such as v(P)Kv(P) for a large number n.
Therefore the topology T* is strictly stronger than the topology T,
but in this case it is clear that *(E P).-(E P)= for any point

,

PeE

.

.

,

,

,
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8) P+(, 7) means (p+, q+v) where (p, q)=P.
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